Product Profiles: Acrylic Modeling Paste and Extender

- **Product Name:** Acrylic Modeling Paste and Extender
- **Category:** Acrylic dispersion painting medium
- **Rheology:** Short, heavy-bodied

**Overview:**
Utrecht Acrylic Modeling Paste and Extender is an acrylic painting medium with similar body and stiffness to acrylic tube colors that extends, creates textures and fills porous surfaces.

**Applications:**
Create a wide range of textures by applying Modeling Paste with different techniques.

Dragged with a knife, Modeling Paste creates a stiff, broken mark that can hide or reveal layers beneath, depending on thickness of application.
Stippling produces a stucco-like appearance that can be left with sharp peaks or sanded for a more organic, weathered look.

Apply a flat layer of modeling paste to panel for a rich, matte white ground.

Preserves the full stiffness of acrylic tube colors in mixtures. Add gradually on the palette to extend a small amount of tube color with minimal reduction of intensity.

Mix with transparent and semi-transparent colors to add opacity and covering power.
Use Utrecht Acrylic Modeling Paste as a filler and coating for handmade wooden frames. Employ stippled texture to hide imperfections.

Create large volumes of inexpensive color from a small amount of tube paint.

Mix to extend colors for high volume use and classroom applications.

Questions? Ask the Expert
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